
Set

SW2-1  ON

SW2-2  OFF

SW2-3  OFF

SW2-4  OFF

SW2-5  ON

SW2-6  OFF

SW2-7  OFF

SW2-8  OFF

Set

SW1-1  OFF

SW1-2  OFF

SW1-3   ON

SW1-4  OFF

SW1-5  OFF

SW1-6   ON

SW1-7  OFF

SW1-8  OFF

Note the original SW1

and SW2 Dip switch

settings for later

restoral

Turn line power off

to the Master

Controller and any

Expansion Units

Start

SLC4000Troubleshooting Flowchart
Rev: 02/26/08

This procedure is used to determine if the Master Controller is functional.  This test starts with the ohmic input

configuration for simplified testing.  You will need to temporarily change the input configuration switches to this

setting if the input sensor sends a voltage or current signal.  For multiple unit systems, verify each unit as a Master

Controller, then configure them for the appropriate Expansion Unit number and test as a system.

Required Equipment:

Voltmeter or Digital Multimeter

For sensors or signal inputs that produce a voltage or current, a means to simulate the signal is required.



Yes

Yes

+1.2 VDC +/-

0.1V?

Measure the DC

volts between

TB1 (+) and

TB3 (common)

Apply line power to

the controller

120VAC?

Yes

Measure AC volts

between 'L2'

(neutral) and 'L1'

120 VAC?

Measure AC volts

between 'L2' (neutral)

and the bottom side

of the fuseholder

Check incoming

power source
No

No
Replace fuse with

AGC2 or equiv

Controller is

defective
No



Yes

The ohmic input

functionality has

passed.

Do all the

relays turn off?

Yes

Remove the jumper

from TB1 to TB2

Do all the

relays

sequence on?

Jumper TB1 to TB2

(A screwdriver blade

will suffice)

Mark the positions of the

'On DlySecs' pot RV1 for

later restoral

Turn it fully CounterClockwise

The next step should

cause the controller to

sequentially energize

all the relays.

No
Controller is

defective

No

Controller is

defective



Turn the AC power

on to the controller

Connect an

applicable signal

source to TB2 (+)

and TB3 (common)

Turn the line power

to the controller OFF

Yes

Does the input device or

source of the command

produce an offset voltage

range, such as 2-10 VDC?

Set

SW1-1  OFF

SW1-2   ON

SW1-3   ON

SW1-4   ON

SW1-5   ON

All other switches leave unchanged

No

Is the input

sensor a

slidewire device?

Controller is functional

The problem is in  the

input sensor and/or

wiring.

Yes

The signal source may be

an external power supply,

or the actual sensor, if it

can be forced to produce

a command voltage within the

expected operating range.

No



Yes

Did the expected

number of relays

turn on?

Force a command input

to the Controller,

verifying the voltage

between TB2 (+) and

TB3 (common)

Controller passes the offset voltage

functionality.

Restore SW1, SW2 and the OnDlySecs

pot to the  position noted at the start of

the test

The problem is in the incoming voltage

command.

No
Controller is

defective

No

Refer to the manual

for the other various

input combinations

Does the sensor

produce a 4-20

ma signal?

Connect an applicable

signal source to

TB2 (+) and

TB3 (common)

Set

SW1-1    ON

SW1-2   OFF

SW1-3    ON

SW1-4   OFF

SW1-5    ON

All other switches leave unchanged



Force the command

input back to 4 ma

Yes

Force a command input

to the Controller,

verifying the voltage

between TB2 (+)

and TB3 (common)

The next step should

cause the Controller to

sequentially energize

all the relays.

Turn the AC power

to the Controller ON

At 20 ma input, the

voltage should read

+1.24 VDC +/- 0.03

At 4ma input, the

voltage should read

+0.25 VDC +/- 0.01

Did the expected

number of relays

turn on?

No
Controller is

defective



Yes

Do all the

relays turn off?

The Controller passes the 4-20 ma

functionality.

Restore SW1, SW2 and the OnDlySecs

pot to the  position noted at the start of

the test

Problem is with the input command

signal.

No
Controller is

defective



For systems with Controllers configured as  Expansion Units

On Expansion Unit #3

(If present)

Set

SW1-7    ON

SW1-8    ON

On Expansion Unit #2

(If present)

Set

SW1-7    ON

SW1-8   OFF

Verify that 120 VAC

power is connected to L1

(hot) and L2 (neutral)

and that the fuses are

good on all units.

Connect an SLC4020-x

Cascading Cable

between the units in a

daisy chain fashion

On Expansion Unit #1

Set

SW1-7   OFF

SW1-8    ON

Turn off AC power

to the Controller

and any Expansion

Units

Start



Controller and

Expansion Units pass

the functional test

Do all the

relays cycle

off?

Simulate an 'All off'

command

Simulate a demand

signal to the Master

Controller

Did the expected

number relays

turn on?

Apply power to the

system

No

Controller and/or

an Expansion

Unit is defective

Controller and/or

Expansion Unit is

defective


